Employee Art Exhibition Program
Current Exhibit
The Employee Exhibition is on display until October 31, 2011. The current theme “A Ring of Green”
highlights the Cleveland Plus region’s spectacular park systems, commonly referred to as the
“Emerald Necklace” the region’s most beautiful wonder. The collection of winning pieces can be seen
in the Employee Gallery (located between escalators near TSA Checkpoint A and the Public Gallery
(on the ramp entering Concourse A)

ROMEO COLEMAN
was born and raised in
the inner-city of
Cleveland, Ohio. He
attended Cleveland
Public Schools and
graduated from Glenville
High School in 1966.
He began his interest in cameras in 1964 as a hobby which he enjoys very
much. He enjoys mostly taking pictures of nature and states; “it helps me
enjoy Gods creation”. He also enjoys portrait photography with natural
backgrounds. As an initial self-taught photographer, he read lots of books
on photography and wasted a lot of film practicing what he learned. As a
teenager employed at a local supermarket, he used his tips to finance his
hobby. After high school, he attended Cuyahoga Community College to
enhance his skill as a photographer. This education led him to attending
portrait schools in New Orleans, Mobile, Alabama, and Arizona. In 1994
Romeo began his wedding and professional portrait experience, opening a
studio in 1997. He has used many cameras but prefers the Canon brand.
He has previously used models such as; AE-1, T80, EOS 630, EOS Élan,
EOS IX Lite, EOS Rebel XT and the newest being the EOS 40D. Contact
Romeo at Romlovecol@sbcglobal.net for more information

EDWARD KAMPOSEK
Edward Kamposek spent
his earliest years in
Cleveland and the greater
part of his childhood in the
suburb of Euclid. He
received his Bachelor of
Science and Master of
Science degrees in
Mathematics from
Cleveland State University in 1984 and 1990, with some coursework at
Indiana University. For the past 24 years, he has been working and growing
at his position as Noise Compatibility Officer for the Cleveland Airport
System.
Edward is constantly reading nonfiction over a wide variety of subjects. An
avid birder since early on, his interest in photography began with a love of
travel and blossomed after digital cameras made it possible to take an
unlimited number of images at essentially no cost. Now he takes his camera
with him most weekends while exploring nature locally.
He explains that the two photographs of Horned Grebes included in the
exhibition were the result of spending a few morning hours searching for a
rare bird. “An Eared Grebe had been spotted at the Gordon Park Marina. I
sought the bird unsuccessfully during a Saturday afternoon in early April. I
learned late that day that it only had been seen close to shore during the
morning hours. I resolved to look for it early the next morning. The Eared
Grebe appeared that day but not until well after I had left. The morning
remained worthwhile since I enjoyed photographing the more common
migrants and their surroundings in a creative way.” For more information,
please contact Edward at edak776@netzero.com.

